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Materials List:

(1) yard of fabric
Bosal In-R Form single-sided fusible
Decor-Bond single sided fusible
Martelli Halfer Ruler (2.5” x 34”)
Martelli Rotary Cutter with new blade
Martelli Clips
Martelli Chalk Pencil
Martelli Quilting Paddles
Sewing Machine with Walking Foot preferred
1/4” Sewing Foot
Regular Sewing Foot
Jeans Needles
Coordinating threads
Scissors
Iron
Best Press or Spray Starch
Seam Ripper
Iron on Velcro
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Cutting Instructions:

Bag: Cut (2) 16-1/2” WOF strips.
Subcut: From each 16-1/2” WOF strip cut (2) 26-1/2” x 16-1/2” pieces 

for body of bag and (2) 16-1/2” x 11” pieces for pockets.

Inner Bag Lining: Cut (1) 25-1/2” x 15-1/2” Bosal In-R-Form to fuse to one side of
fabric.

Pocket Lining: Cut (2) 15-1/2” x 10-1/2” pieces of Decor-Bond Iron-on
Stabilizer to fuse onto pockets.

Binding: Cut (1) 2” WOF strip.
Subcut: Tri-fold fabric and iron. Fold in half.  Iron and cut two 16-1/2” 

long pieces for binding on top of pockets.

(Optional) Cut (3) additional 2” WOF strips if you intend to bind ths bag as
shown along with remainder of binding from above and sew
together and using the above-mentioned method.
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Prep Work:

Using Best Press or Starch spray and iron all fabric.

Iron (1) 25-1/2” x 10-1/2” piece of Bosal In-R -Form to back of one of the
26-1/2” piece of Outer Bag Fabric. Do not do both sides. Quilt fabric with a
Serpentine Stitch or quilting of your choice.

Iron the (2) pieces of Decor-Bond Iron-on Stabilizer to back of pocket fabric.

Prepare and iron (2) 16-1/2” pieces of binding and set aside as directed.
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Sewing:

Press a 1/4” seam on the top of each pocket towards the backside that has
the fusible, and sew a 1/8” seam across the top of each pocket.

Using Martelli Clips attach binding to the top of each pocket on the side that
is pressed under the 1/4” seam.

Clip both pockets to each end of front panel with binding facing towards the
center.

Sew both pockets to each panel using 1/4” seam with binding.  Backstitch
under the binding.

Sew pocket dividing lines from under binding to bottom stitch line.

Sew 1/4” around three sides of bag and leave a very large opening at the
bottom of bag for ease of turning.

Clip corners to reduce bulk.  Be careful not to cut into stitch line.

Turn bag through opening and push out corners of bag and run stiletto
along seams of bag.

Fold under opening 1/4” and press.

Sew 1/8” topstitch around entire bag, and sew bottom shut during this
process.

Press out bag.

Add iron-on Velcro to secure pockets (optional).

Binding on outside of bag is optional.

Have fun with bag by mixing up fabrics, and consider adding
embellishments to brighten up someone’s day!


